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Proposal

  �his proposal reque��s to add some Script_Extension values for some CJK Pun��uations

as in the following table:

3001 、 IDEOGRAPHIC COMMA Bopo Hang Hani Hira Kana Mong Yiii

3002 。 IDEOGRAPHIC FULL STOP Bopo Hang Hani Hira Kana Mong Phag Yiii

3008 〈 LEFT ANGLE BRACKET Bopo Hang Hani Hira Kana Mong Tibt Yiii

3009 〉 RIGHT ANGLE BRACKET Bopo Hang Hani Hira Kana Mong Tibt Yiii

300A 《
LEFT DOUBLE
ANGLE BRACKET

Bopo Hang Hani Hira Kana Mong Tibt Yiii

300B 》
RIGHT DOUBLE
ANGLE BRACKET

Bopo Hang Hani Hira Kana Mong Tibt Yiii

Background

  Currently, some CJK pun��uations used in Mongolian (Hudum & Sibe writing sy��em),

Tibetan and Phags-pa with a Script value �Zyyy� (aka Common) have the

Script_Extension values other than �Zyyy�, which may lead to some rendering issues in the

plain text.

  Although �rich text� environments are becoming more common, including those that

support language-tagging and the OpenType �locl� feature, �plain text� environments

persi��, and are likely to continue to persi�� for a long time due to their robu�� nature. In

addition, environments that support variation sequences va��ly outnumber those that support

language-tagging. (Ken Lunde, 2023)

  Di�ferent fonts are usually used for di�ferent scripts, but problems may easily occur with

the chara��ers used in multiple scripts when applying font fallback in the plain text. �he

pi��ure below shows U+0712 U+0640 U+0712 (����) under the default font on Android9:
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  In the above example, U+0712 is a Dual-joining Syriac chara��er, while U+0640 is

tatweel in the Arabic block, with the Script_Extension value �Syrc�, which means it can be

used not only in Arabic script but also in Syriac script to lengthen the ��em. A��ually,

there is no problem when using the font Noto Sans Syriac alone; but under the default

environment, Noto Sans Arabic is called ��r��, so U+0640 is displayed with Noto Sans

Arabic, but there is no U+0712 in Noto Sans Arabic, so it falls back to Noto Sans Syriac.

Displaying in di�ferent fonts leads to the disconne��ion between the chara��ers, even if the

initial form and the ��nal form of U+0712 are rendered corre��ly. �his kind of problem can

be found in many scripts.

  In order to solve this kind of problem, mixing the chara��ers of multiple scripts into a

single font, and using OpenType Layout to do the script-speci��c (but not language-

speci��c) localizations seems to be a good method.

  Before the OpenType Layout features applying to the glyphs, calculating the script for

each chara��er is necessary. A chara��er with a Script value �Zyyy� normally inherits the

value of the preceding chara��er unless there is no chara��er preceded. In this case, the

rendering sy��em can judge the script for a chara��er used in multiple scripts according to

the a��ual context, and applying the script-speci��c localizations by default easily.

  For the chara��ers with a Script value �Zyyy� and a Script_Extension value other than

�Zyyy�, di�ferent rendering sy��ems o��en have di�ferent calculating methods. As a

comparison, on Android Sy��ems, the Script_Extension values are completely ignored; but in

Google Chrome (on multiple sy��ems), these chara��ers would only inherit the scripts in the

Script_Extension. For example, U+202F (NNBSP) has the Script_Extension value �Latn�

and �Mong�, if it is followed by a chara��er with a Script value �Hani� and preceded by

a chara��er with a Script value �Mong� - ju�� imagine there are two Sibe people chat�ting

on an in��ant messenger so��ware - that is normally a plain text environment, one asking

another �what is the meaning of 字� (for ease of typeset�ting, the Sibe chara��ers below

will use the horizontal layout, since the method itself is completely the same between the

horizontal layout and the vertical layout):

字 � ������ ��� �� �����

  Here, in the environment of Google Chrome, the NNBSP inherits the value �Mong� of

the following chara��er but not the value �Hani� of the preceding chara��er, because �Hani�

does not occur in the Script_Extension value of NNBSP. Since the NNBSP got the same



Script value as its following chara��er, a context-based shaping can be applied, and �

becomes the case particle form � automatically without any free variation sele��ors.

Meanwhile, this sequence could NOT be rendered as the right glyphs on Android Sy��ems.

  It seems that the method Google Chrome uses is bet�ter. However, there comes out a

new issue. Since the Core Spec says, �Additionally, a small circle pun��uation mark is used

in some printed Phags-pa texts. �his mark can be represented by U+3002 ɪᴅᴇoɢʀᴀᴘʜɪᴄ

ꜰᴜʟʟ sтoᴘ, but for Phags-pa the 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑖𝑐 𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 should be centered, not positioned to

one side of the column. �his follows traditional, hi��oric pra��ice for rendering the

ideographic full ��op in Chinese text, rather than more modern typography.�, it is obvious

that U+3002 is needed for Phags-pa with a di�ferent required shape to the default one,

but the Script_Extension for U+3002 even does not contain �Phag�. In such fonts mixed

multiple scripts, the script-speci��c localization would not apply corre��ly in Google

Chrome due to the lack of the Script_Extension �Phag�. Since this ��le is generated by

Google Chrome, let us see what will happen if U+3002 follows and precedes Phags-pa

chara��ers simutaneously:

ꡮ���ꡏ。ꡉ���ꡋ。�ꡦ���ꡃ

  Regret�tably, U+3002 is not centered automatically, even if the script-speci��c localization

exi��s in OpenType Layout - because U+3002 here goes by �Zyyy� (�DFLT� in OpenType

Layout) in��ead of �Phag�. So the conclusion here is that, adding �Phag� for U+3002 is

necessary in order to improve the cross-plat�form compatibility. It is also the same for

Mongolian (Hudum & Sibe writing sy��em) and Tibetan, and the evidences showing

Hudum, Sibe and Tibetan need these chara��ers with di�ferent shapes to the default one

will be given out later in this proposal.

Sibe pun��uations

  Di�ferent from the Hudum writing sy��em, the Manchu writing sy��em, etc., the

orthography of Sibe writing sy��em uses the CJK pun��uations but not the traditional

Mongolian ones.



Fig.1 《汉锡词典》P1

Fig.2 《察布查尔报》（锡伯文） 2008/05/28

  From the multiple sources of Sibe texts above, we can easily see that at lea�� these CJK

pun��uations are used:

3001 � IDEOGRAPHIC COMMA

3002 � IDEOGRAPHIC FULL STOP

FF0C � FULLWIDTH COMMA

FF1A � FULLWIDTH COLON

FF1B � FULLWIDTH SEMICOLON



  For U+FF0C, U+FF1A and U+FF1B, their Script_Extension values are �Zyyy�, in other

words, they can inherit the Script value of the preceding chara��er uncon��rainedly, so no

a��ion should be taken. A��ually, the exclamation mark (U+FF01) and the que��ion mark

(U+FF1F) are also used in Sibe orthography, but they are inconsequential since their

Script_Extension values are also �Zyyy�, no a��ion should be taken either.

  Another important thing is, these pun��uations used in Sibe are NOT full width. At the

chara��er level, a pun��uation usually follows a word closely, but precedes a word with an

extra space (U+0020), which is the same as Latin pun��uations, Mongolian pun��uations,

etc., in order to break lines and ju��ify texts corre��ly; however, at the glyph level,

normally for both Mongolian pun��uations and the CJK pun��uations used in Sibe, the

a��ual space above them and below them are the same:

  In order to e�fe�� this, the above space should be together with the pun��uation in a

single glyph, while the below space is ju�� a single chara��er U+0020. So, as a conclusion,

the pi��ure below contra��s the glyph of U+3002 in di�ferent environments (in vertical

layout):

  �he ��r�� glyph shows a default glyph of U+3002 in vertical layout, the second one

shows a language-speci��c glyph of Traditional Chinese (Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan), the

third one shows a script-speci��c glyph of Mongolian and Phags-pa script. Since these

pun��uations used in Sibe are NOT full width, simply adding VS2 to change U+3001 or

U+3002 into the centered form is ��ill not enough, so adding the Script_Extension values

is necessary.



Hudum & Tibetan pun��uations

  In the traditional orthography, there are no book title marks - the book title marks are

chara��eri��ics in Ea�� Asia - they do not even occur in the We��ern scripts. However, in

the modern orthography, Hudum and Tibetan borrow the book title marks from Chinese.

Many Mongolian and Tibetan news websites are now widely using the book title marks,

for example, the pi��ure below is a screenshot from ht�tp://tibet.people.com.cn/16016973.html:

Fig.3 人民网藏文版 2023/09/07

  Also, see ht�tp://mgyxw.cn/am/2023/10/15/9376_657481.html for reference of the Mongolian

(Hudum writing sy��em) example. In the separate Mongolian fonts or Tibetan fonts, the

book title marks are made to nearly half width - that is, no extra space either at the le��

side or at the right side, which is completely di�ferent from the glyphs in Chinese ��yle.

Although my font has the Opentype Layout feature �kern� and �di��� under Tibetan script,

as we can see in the above pi��ure, the glyphs are ��ill in Chinese ��yle, nothing happens

to them because the chara��ers cannot inherit the Script value from the Tibetan chara��ers.

It looks very uncomfortable with the redundant space. So adding the Script_Extension

values is necessary.

Conclusion

  To sum up, U+3001 and U+3002 are needed for Mongolian (Sibe writing sy��em),

U+3002 is also needed for Phags-pa, and the book title marks (U+3008..U+300B) are

needed for both Mongolian (Hudum writing sy��em) and Tibetan.

  Note that, even if there is no rendering issue occurs, the additions are ��ill needed

theoretically, because they are indeed used in the corresponding scripts. �he rendering

issues are only the ��raw that breaks the camelʼs back.

(End of document)
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